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1. Welcome to 
GV-SOLAS 2024

Dear colleagues,

We are very pleased to invite you on behalf of the Society for Animal Laboratory 
stScience and the local Organizing Committee, to the 61  Annual Meeting of the 

Society for Animal Laboratory Science to be held in Würzburg from September 
th th

11  to 13 , 2024. 

For more than 600 years the City of Würzburg is home of the Julius-Maximilians-
Universität, one of the oldest universities in Bavaria. The JMU offers manifold 
faculties, with a key focus on human medicine research. In recent years, the 
Würzburg Initiative 3R (WI3R) has led to significant developments for preclinical 
research in this area. Technologies such as "organoids", biofabrication or in vitro 
tissue models show how animal experiments and 3R models go hand in hand. 

Another Würzburg feature are its baroque and rococo style buildings such as the 
Residenz (World Heritage Site), Marienburg fortress, and countless vine taverns 
and cellars invite to look, browse, and enjoy. 

The continuously increasing number of attendees at the meetings of the GV and 
IGTP shows today’s importance of laboratory animal sciences. The implementation 
of animal welfare and the improvement of the housing conditions of laboratory 
animals is an important goal for researchers, animal facility managers, and care-
takers. A continuous exchange enables us to achieve and enhance positive develop-
ment. 

The Congress Centrum is located in the center of Würzburg and is exclusively re-
served for our meeting. In the foyer and next to the main auditorium roundabout 
1.500 m² are available for the exhibition. This is where our partners from the 
industry will present their products, well-known and brand-new. Two more lecture 
rooms are located on the first floor, as well as multiple smaller rooms, which are 
set to be used for workshops. 

The assigned organizer in 2024, is the Intercom Dresden GmbH, which will take 
care of your questions and wishes in a familiar professional way. In addition, we, 
the local committee, will be happy to answer your questions and are open to any 
input. 

We are looking forward to welcoming you in September 2024 at the first live GV 
meeting in Würzburg. 

Dr. Heike Wagner Dr. Andrea Ewald 
Conference presidents
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Information about the conference

Preliminary exhibition times:

Day Date Time Programme

Wednesday 11.09.2024 09:00 – 18:00 Sci. Program
Wednesday 11.09.2024 18:30 – 20:30 Get-Together
Thursday 12.09.2024 08:00 – 18:00 Sci. Program
Friday 13.09.2024 08:00 – 13:00 Sci. Program

Organizer of the scientific program

Gesellschaft für Versuchstierkunde GV-SOLAS
www.gv-solas.de

Conference Presidents

Dr. med. vet. Heike Wagner Dr. Andrea Ewald
Tierärztliche Leitung Universitätsklinikum Würzburg
ZEMM Abt. für Funktionswerkstoffe der 

Medizin und der Zahnheilkunde
Zinklesweg 10 Pleicherwall 2
97078 Würzburg 97070 Würzburg

Organization / Sponsoring 

Intercom Dresden GmbH
Zellescher Weg 3
01069 Dresden

Sylvia Neumann Felix Junge Nina Nowak
Phone: +49 (0) 351 320 173 20 +49 (0) 351 320 173 55 +49 (0) 351 320 173 35
Email: gv-solas@intercom.de

Expected Participants

Approx. 1.000 vets, animal technologists and scientists are expected on site. 

Conference languages
German and English

Monday 09.09.2024 15:00 – 21:00 Set up
Tuesday 10.09.2024 08:00 – 20:00 Set up

Friday 13.09.2024 14:00 – 18:00 Dismantling
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Scientific focus of the conference

• Hygiene & Health Monitoring 

• Large animals in research 

• Animal model rodent

• Research model fish / aquatic models

• Management of animal husbandry: Personnel concepts, emergency plans, etc.

• Culture of Care – From humans and animals

• Refinement of the refinement in the sense of the 3Rs 

• Human tissue models and 3D bioprinting in laboratory animal research

• Neurodegenerative diseases in a transnational model

Workshops, round-table discussions, lectures and posters
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The lively city of Würzburg, gateway to the Romantic Road, is dominated by its most 
prominent landmark, the Fortress Marienberg. The origins of this fortress date back 
to around 1.000 b. C. when a celtic fortified refuge existed on this site. Since the 
foundation of the Würzburg bishopric in 742, Würzburg has been the religious centre 
of the region. Würzburg experienced its most prosperous period during the rule of the 
art-loving prince-bishops of the Schönborn family, for whom Balthasar Neumann built 
the "palace of palaces", the Würzburg Residence, from 1719 to 1744. The Venetian 
artist Tiepolo painted the vast fresco on the ceiling above the famous staircase, thereby 
creating the largest painting in the world. In 1981, on account of its outstanding 
architectural significance, the Residence was placed on the UNESCO list of cultural 
treasures of the world. Further sights of Würzburg are the St. Kilian's Cathedral and the 
adjacent Neumünster church with the romantic Lusam Garden, where the tombstone 
of the minstrel Walther von der Vogelweide is to be found. Also, not to be missed are 
the late gothic Marienkapelle (Chapel of St Mary) overlooking the market square and 
the Museum für Franken with its outstanding collection of works by sculptor Tilman 
Riemenschneider. 

Other fine museums include the Museum am Dom, whose permanent exhibit centers 
on works of modern art by artists such as Joseph Beuys, Otto Dix, Ben Wilkens, and 
Käthe Kollwitz in combination with works of historical artists. A restored, historical 
grain storage building has recently been transformed into the award-winning Museum 
am Kulturspeicher which now displays various art collections, most notably a specta-
cular collection of European Concrete Art after 1945, featuring works by Max Bill and 
Victor Vasarely.

© Congress-Tourismus-Würzburg, photographer: A. Bestle
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4.1. Conference Venue

Puristic, open, and highly flexible, the Congress Centrum Würzburg (CCW) is in the 
city center with a view of the city, the country, and the river.

Modernized in 2015, the expanded conference and congress location scores with a 
large hall and nine additional rooms, variable usage options, generous exhibition 
and foyer areas, and, of course, its unique location on the Main River. A highlight is 
the Panorama Level, a light-flooded premium conference wing whose glass front 
with an unobstructed view will inspire your congress and conference participants.

Congress Centrum Würzburg (CCW)
Pleichertorstraße
97070 Würzburg

Email: ccw@stadt.wuerzburg.de
Web: www.wuerzburg-b2b.de/ccw-das-haus/

© Congress-Tourismus-Würzburg, photographer: A. Bestle

4. Würzburg
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4.2. Directions and Parking

By car:

If you use a navigation system, please enter "Pleichertorstraße" as your destination 
(to load and unload the Franconia Foyer, please enter "Kranenkai").

If you are coming from Frankfurt (A3 exit Helmstadt or Kist or from the B8), drive 
straight ahead over the Friedensbrücke bridge. Immediately behind it on the right is 
the Congress Centrum.

Coming from the direction of Nuremberg (A3 exit Heidingsfeld) or Bad Mergent-
heim (B19), drive left along Mergentheimer Straße and Saalgasse, pass the western 
bridgehead of the Alte Mainbrücke and, after passing through Dreikronenstraße, 
turn right over the Friedensbrücke and, after passing through the bridge, turn right 
again to the Congress Centrum.

Coming from Kassel (A7 exit Estenfeld), Schweinfurt (B19), Bamberg (B22), Nurem-
berg (B8), you can reach the Congress Centrum via Berliner Platz (traffic circle, exit 
Hauptbahnhof) via Haugerring and Röntgenring. Before the eastern bridgehead of 
the Friedensbrücke, turn left to the Congress Centrum. 

Parking:

There is on-site parking available at the parking garage “Congress Centrum” (226 
parking lots) and at the car park “Congress Centrum” (100 parking lots). Further 
parking space is available on the other side of the river Main at car park “Talavera” 
(1084 parking lots; no charge) and at car park “Friedensbrücke” (250 parking lots). 
Both are 5-minute walk to the conference centre.

4. Würzburg
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4.2. Directions and Parking

By train:

As an ICE hub, Würzburg has excellent rail connections. Every day, around 70 ICE or 
IC connections and a good 350 passenger trains roll in and out. From the main train 
station, you can reach the Congress Centrum either by streetcar (line 2, direction 

rdZellerau, 3  stop "Congress Centrum"), by cab (approx. 1 km) or on foot (through 
the Ringpark, approx. 10 minutes’ walk).

By airplane:

There are three international airports within 165 km.

Nuremberg airport: 110 km
Frankfurt/Main airport: 120 km
Stuttgart airport: 165 km

There is an hourly ICE direct connection to the Rhine-Main airport in Frankfurt 
(90 minutes travel time), the airport in Nuremberg can be reached by train and 
car in just over an hour.

4. Würzburg
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4.3. Accommodation

For each booking, we need a credit card as a guarantee. For your hotel reservation 
please use the codes you receive after your stand registration. 

The prices listed below are special rates for the congress and are sold by the hotels 
on a first-come-first-served basis. 

GHOTEL hotel & living Würzburg

127,00 € per person/night, incl. breakfast and VAT 
153,00 € per double room/night, incl. breakfast and VAT

IBIS Hotel Würzburg City

107,00 € per person/night, incl. breakfast and VAT 
143,00 € per double room/night incl. breakfast and VAT

Maritim Hotel Würzburg

159,00 € per Classic single room/night incl. breakfast and VAT 
199,00 € pro Classic double room/night incl. breakfast and VAT

169,00 € per Comfort single room/night incl. breakfast and VAT 
209,00 € pro Comfort double room/night incl. breakfast and VAT

199,00 € pro Superior single room/night incl. breakfast and VAT 
239,00 € pro Superior double room/night incl. breakfast and VAT

4. Würzburg
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Get-Together

The Get-Together will take place on 
September 11, 2024, from 18:30 to 
20:30 directly after the sessions in the 
industrial area of the Congress Centrum 
Würzburg. Participation in the event is 
included in the conference fee. The 
exhibitors will be automatically registered. 

Canapés and drinks will be served.

Conference Dinner 

The Conference Dinner will take place on September 12, 2024, from 18:00 to 24:00 at 
Staatlicher Hofkeller Würzburg in the Old Town of Würzburg. A Flying Buffet will be 
served, ideal for networking and getting in touch with each other.

During the event, special attention is paid to sustainability in the catering through various 
measures such as locally sourced food, reduction of disposable tableware, use of reusable 
tableware, etc.

The catering is also prepared accordingly for vegetarians and vegan guests.

Staatlicher Hofkeller Würzburg
Residenzplatz 3
97070 Würzburg

The prices will be published soon on the conference website.

(c) Staatlicher Hofkeller Würzburg (c) Staatlicher Hofkeller Würzburg

© Congress-Tourismus-Würzburg, photographer: A. Bestle
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6.1. Industrial Exhibition

Intercom Dresden GmbH is the organizer of the industrial exhibition.

For many years, the industry – both supporting and non-supporting members of the 
society – has accompanied the GV-SOLAS conference in a proven manner, thus 
making a decisive contribution to the success of this meeting. In 2024 you are 
cordially invited again to participate. Several options for exhibiting or sponsoring 
are listed in this brochure. 

This year, sponsorship services will be booked online via a booking portal.

Liabilities / Terms and conditions 

Please register yourself via the booking portal, your order is binding. A cancellation 
or reduction of services are associated with cancellation costs. A stand confirmation 
and invoice will be sent within 14 days of receipt of your registration. Prices are 
exclusive of VAT and are only the rental of the space, without stand equipment. It is 
possible to order technical equipment or complete stand construction systems for a 
separate charge. The exhibitor information will be sent 8 weeks before the 
conference. 

Stand Staff / Exhibition Stand

Please note that exhibitor badges will not be sent in advance. You will get the 
conference material on-site at the registration desk. Registration is mandatory for 
every participant. 
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Disclaimer / Terms of Use 

Every square meter or started part of a square meter will be charged in full. 
The maximum height of the stand is 2.70 m. Escape routes are 2,40 m. The maxi-
mum of the floor load is 500 kg/m². Deviations must be requested separately. The 
organizers reserve the right, in its sole discretion to accept or reject applications for 
exhibitor spaces and divide the spaces among the exhibitors. Intercom Dresden 
GmbH has the right to make your booth space slightly larger or smaller in the light 
of local circumstances. Your booth registration must be submitted by June 14, 
2024 to find inclusion in the list of exhibitors. Intercom Dresden GmbH reserves 
the right to make changes at short notice. 

Exhibitors are responsible for all risks and any additional costs incurred by the 
structure or operate the business object, especially for the required insurance 
coverage and compliance with the statutory provisions. The total cost of the stand 
must be paid within 6 weeks after your registration, at least before construction. 
Otherwise, the stand can be resold. The transfer of stand space to third parties, 
whether in return for payment or free of charge, is not permitted. It is not permitted 
to deliver flyers or other brochures at the venue without permission from the 
organizer. Other events during the meeting period require the approval of the 
organizer. The Scientific Committee will not preferentially accept abstracts (orals or 
posters) because of any sponsor activities.. 

Cancellations 

In case of a cancellation, we are allowed to charge a cancellation fee of 350.00 € net. 
For cancellations after March 10, 2024, 50% of the ordered services will be charged. 
There is no refund in case of cancellations after April 14, 2024.

6.1. Industrial Exhibition

6. Sponsorship, Support 
and Advertisement
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Storage, Set up and Dismantling

Due to the limited storage space, it cannot be guaranteed that sufficient storage 
space is available. Intercom Dresden GmbH assumes no liability for damage and 
theft. Times for set up and dismantling as well as information on sending materials 
will be announced 8 weeks before the conference at the latest. 

Special information about the Congress Center:

• regarding the fire protection regulation, it is forbidden to have a roof at the booth 
because of the sprinkler system and smoke detector 

• you built the booth elevated, please contact us, as this must be approved by the 
fire protection office 6 weeks in advance

• All required materials must be “B1 – DIN 4102” = flame retardant 

If you have any further questions do not hesitate to contact us: 

Intercom Dresden GmbH
Ms. Sylvia Neumann & Mr. Felix Junge
gv-solas@intercom.de 

Hallenrallye

The company „berliner kompaktkurse“ will organize a rally in the industrial area. 
If you are interested, please get in contact with: 
Dr. Maren Kaepke: info@berliner-fortbildungen.de. 

We will publish the information on the website for the participants. The tripping will 
take place on September 13, 2024.

6.1. Industrial Exhibition

6. Sponsorship, Support 
and Advertisement
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Floor plan

GV-SOLAS Start-Up-Island 

Stand number G.8 is the new "GV-SOLAS Start-Up-Island". 
Here first-time participants, new emerging companies, and start-ups will have the 
opportunity to get to know GV-SOLAS and establish themselves. 

The stand area is a joint stand that can be booked by a maximum of 8 companies. 
Each exhibitor receives 2 m² of exhibition space. 

Note on registration: The reservation of the above-mentioned stand space is subject 
to confirmation by Intercom Dresden GmbH.

6. Sponsorship, Support 
and Advertisement
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6.2. Exhibition services

Note on the basic exhibitor package:

The basic exhibitor package is mandatory for booking a stand space and 
includes the following services:

• Listing as a exhibitor / sponsor with logo on the event website
• Listing of the exhibitor / sponsor with logo on the break charts
• Listing as a exhibitor / sponsor with name and logo in the program booklet
• 1 x Power supply (Standard)

PLEASE NOTE that table and chair, basic cleaning and waste disposal are not 
included and must be requested from the stand constructor.

Compared to previous conferences, the costs for e. g. renting the congress center, 
catering, personnel expenses, etc., have risen considerably. Nevertheless, the GV-
SOLAS has decided not to raise the prices for the exhibition spaces for the industry 
partners, as the industry partners also make a significant and important financial 
contribution to the conference. 

However, in order to be able to cover the costs of the conference, it is necessary to 
book the stand personnel from the first person onwards. In addition to the catering 
services, participation in lectures of the scientific program is of course also included 
for the booked stand personnel. 

Exhibitor basic package supporting members non-supporting members

until  14.04.2024 395,00 € 420,00 € 
from 15.04.2024 525,00 € 550,00 € 
Stand personnel 220,00 €  per person 250,00 €  per person

All prices are subject to VAT.

6. Sponsorship, Support 
and Advertisement
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Exhibition space prices per m²

Prices for supporting members

Early bird fees: from 15.01.2024 until 10  m² 290,00 €/m²
thfrom the 11  m² 275,00 €/m²

thRegular fees: from 15.02.2024 until 10  m² 325,00 €/m²
th

from the 11  m² 310,00 €/m²

th
Late booking fees: from 15.04.2024 until 10  m² 355,00 €/m²

thfrom the 11  m² 340,00 €/m² 

Prices for non-supporting members

thEarly bird fees: from 15.01.2024 until 10  m² 400,00 €/m²
thfrom the 11  m² 385,00 €/m²

th
Regular fees: from 15.02.2024 until 10  m² 435,00 €/m²

th
from the 11  m² 420,00 €/m²

thLate booking fees: from 15.04.2024 until 10  m² 465,00 €/m²
thfrom the 11  m² 450,00 €/m² 

Prices for the "GV-SOLAS Start-Up Island" All-inclusive price

Early booking fee: from 15.01.2024 1.200,00 €
Regular fee: from 15.02.2024 1.300,00 €
Late booking fee: from 15.04.2024 1.400,00 €

Each exhibitor receives the following services:

•  2 m² of exhibition space 
•  standing table and bar stool
•  1 registration for stand personnel

th

All prices are subject to VAT.

6. Sponsorship, Support 
and Advertisement
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6.3. Sponsoring services

There will be an improved conference app in 2024.The following sponsorship options 
are available:

Logo placement on the start page of the app (splash screen)

Each time the app is opened, your logo will appear with a thank you to the sponsor. 
The logos appear alternately.

1.800,00 € |  2.160,00 €  (limited to 2 sponsors

(supporting |  non-supporting members)

InProgram advertising in the app

Draw participants' attention to your exhibition stand on the program page of the app. 
Your advertising will be displayed on the program overview between the individual 
program items.  
The client is responsible for the graphic design of the advertisement.

700,00 € |  840,00 €  (limited to 5 sponsors)

(supporting |  non-supporting members)

Push notification to all participants via the app 

Draw attention to yourself during the breaks and send a message to all participants 
using the app.
1 message during the coffee break / lunch break 

600,00 € |  720,00 €  (coffee break: limited to 5 sponsors | lunch break: limited to 4 sponsors)

(supporting |  non-supporting members)

Company presentation in the app

Draw attention to your company in the app by adding a short company presentation 
to the stand overview. With one click on your stand area, your logo, a short text about 
your company and three keywords of your choice will appear to attract attention and 
promote your stand. 
The customer is responsible for the textual design of the company presentation and the 
keywords.

600,00 € |  720,00 € 
(supporting |  non-supporting members)

GV-SOLAS 2024 App Advertising

)

NEW!

All prices are subject to VAT.

6. Sponsorship, Support 
and Advertisement
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6.3. Sponsoring services

Advertisements in the program book

The advertisement must be delivered in color and ready for printing and is 
at the expense of the client 
The client is responsible for the graphic design of the advertisement. 

nd rd
2  and 3  cover page (color) until 30.04.2024 1.100,00 €

from 01.05.2024 1.320,00 €

th4  cover page (color) until 30.04.2024 1.200,00 €
from 01.05.2024 1.440,00 €

Inside page (color) until 30.04.2024 800,00 €
from 01.05.2024 960,00 €

Advertisement pages must be submitted ready for printing at the contract partner's 
expense and in accordance with the organizers' specifications by 03.07.2024 at the latest.

Advertisement in the slide show during the break in the plenary rooms

Place an advertisement of your company, product, or service in the slide show presen-
tation during the conference. The client is responsible for the graphic design of the 
advertisement.The presentation changes daily and is also shown in the live stream. 
The client is responsible for the graphic design of the advertisement.

Wednesday, September 11, 2024

1 PowerPoint Slide 1 video clip (no audio, maximum 15 sec)

450,00 € |  540,00 €  (limited to 3 sponsors) 600,00 € |  720,00 €  (limited to 3 sponsors)

(supporting |  non-supporting members) (supporting |  non-supporting members)

Thursday, September 12, 2024

1 PowerPoint Slide 1 video clip (no audio, maximum 15 sec)

450,00 € |  540,00 € (limited to 3 sponsors) 600,00 € |  720,00 € (limited to 3 sponsors)

(supporting |  non-supporting members) (supporting |  non-supporting members)

Friday, September 13, 2024

1 PowerPoint Slide

200,00 € |  240,00 € (limited to 7 sponsors)

(supporting |  non-supporting members)

All prices are subject to VAT.

6. Sponsorship, Support 
and Advertisement



Additional sponsoring 

Advertising video on displays in the industrial exhibition

A display will be set up on each of the two exhibition levels in the industrial exhibition. 
Information for the conference participants will be shown in a presentation. Take the 
opportunity to draw attention to your stand with a short video. The presentation will 
be shown as a final loop over the entire conference. 
The client is responsible for the graphic design of the video clip.

Videoclip (max. 60 sec, with audio) Videoclip (max. 180 sec, with audio)
700,00 € |  840,00 €  (lim. to 3 sponsors) 1.500,00 € |  1.800,00 €  (lim. to 3 sponsors)

(supporting |  non-supporting members) (supporting |  non-supporting members)

Link the company logo to your website

Give visitors of the official conference website an easy way to reach you in advance of 
GV-SOLAS 2024. 

150,00 € |  180,00 €  (unlimited sponsors)

(supporting |  non-supporting members)

Web banner in the online program

Advertise your company, product, or service in the online program. The advertising 
banner is displayed at the top of the online program of the conference portal. 
The client is responsible for the graphic design of the advertisement.

300,00 € |  360,00 €  (unlimited sponsors)

(supporting |  non-supporting members)

Web banner on the entire conference website

Advertise your company, product, or service on the conference website. The web 
banner will be displayed under "Important dates" on the right-hand side of the 
page and all sub-pages. 
The client is responsible for the graphic design of the advertisement. 

850,00 € |  1.020,00 €  (limited to 5 sponsors)

(supporting |  non-supporting members)

Online sponsoring

20

All prices are subject to VAT.

6. Sponsorship, Support 
and Advertisement
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Additional sponsoring

Provision of pens or notepads

You can provide pens or note pads, which are inserted into the conference bags. 
(An estimated 1.100 pens or note pads must be supplied by your company.) 

300,00 € |  360,00 € for pens or note pads  (limited to two sponsors)

(supporting |  non-supporting members)

Provision of conference bags 

The conference bag will be distributed to all attendees (estimated 1.100) at the 
registration desk in Würzburg. Please check with the organizing committee for 
requirements. An estimated 1.100 conference bags, must be supplied by your company. 

500,00 € |  600,00 €  (limited to one sponsor)

(supporting |  non-supporting members)

Provision of lanyards with the logo of the sponsor 

The lanyards will be distributed to all participants at the registration in Würzburg. 
Please check with the organizing committee for requirements. An estimated 1.100 
lanyards, must be supplied by your company. 

500,00 € |  600,00 €  (limited to one sponsor)

(supporting |  non-supporting members)

Leaflets / Brochures in conference bags (max. 5 pages) / Giveaways

We offer to insert your company leaflets / brochures / giveaways into the conference 
bags. (An estimated 1.100 leaflets, must be supplied by your company.) 

400,00 € |  480,00 €  (unlimited sponsors)

(supporting |  non-supporting members)

All prices are subject to VAT.

6. Sponsorship, Support 
and Advertisement
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Bar table advertising

Place your advertising/logo on a foil (approx. 70 cm diameter) on bar tables next to 
the catering.
The client is responsible for the graphic design of the advertisement. 

750,00 € |  900,00 €  (8 bar table covers, limited to 5 companies)
(supporting |  non-supporting members)

Recyclable seating furniture

We print your logo, banner and slogan on sturdy cardboard boxes that can be used as 
stools.
The client is responsible for the graphic design of the advertisement. 

1.250,00 € |  1.500,00 €  (5 stools, limited to 3 sponsors)

(supporting |  non-supporting members)

Provision of Internet Access (WLAN)

Be the sponsor of the internet access. The password can be set individually and could 
be for example your company name.

750,00 € |  900,00 €  (limited to one sponsor)

(supporting |  non-supporting members)

Own ideas?

You are welcome to submit your sponsorship proposals on request.

Additional sponsoring

All prices are subject to VAT.

6. Sponsorship, Support 
and Advertisement
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GV-SOLAS annual meeting in figures

2017 2018 2020 2021 2023

   Format On-Site On-site Online Online Hybrid

   Participants On-Site 924 1.145 – – 956

   Participants Online – – 1.194 1.224 259

   Exhibiting companies 69 64 63 54 62

7. Booking of 
Sponsoring Services

Please register online no later than June 14, 2024, at the following link for your 
exhibition booth. 

Exhibitor registration:

For questions or further sponsorship ideas, please contact:

Intercom Dresden GmbH | Zellescher Weg 3 | 01069 Dresden

Sylvia Neumann Felix Junge Nina Nowak
Phone: +49 (0) 351 320 173 20 +49 (0) 351 320 173 55 +49 (0) 351 320 173 35
Email: gv-solas@intercom.de

CLICK HERE!

https://www.intercom-dresden.de/secure/conreg_gvsolas2024/registration_exhibitor/_start.asp?languageID=2
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